Bill Causin Will Wield Gavel

Defense Meet Held In Seattle

Kay Wood's Will, App. In Program On Which Mrs. Roosevelt Will Be Featured Speaker

Specifications were extended to Mr. Haskell and Kay Wood, presenters of the program, to indicate that the meeting of the Women's Auxiliary of University Rotary will be held at 8:30 p.m. Thursday, the meeting will be held at the Masonic Temple. Mr. Haskell, who is the principal speaker at the meeting, will be present. The program will begin at 7:30 a.m. Thursday. Key to the speaker for Washington's Women's Auxiliary is Mrs. Haskell, who is a member of the group.

Most Private Diplomas

Mrs. Abraham Rosenzweig, director of the University Women's Defenders' Aid and Miss Mary Price, president of the leaders of the women's private diploma program, are expected for the observation of the next meeting of the women's auxiliary. Mrs. Rosenzweig will be present.

Initial Performance For Play Tonight

Best Seller Should Be Packed House; Cast of 17 Excel In Interpretation of Stienbeck Play

"The Moon Is Down," a powerful drama based on Stienbeck's best seller, will be presented by the Campus Players tonight and Saturday night at 8:15 in Hill auditorium.

An all-school cast under the direction of Miss Martha Pearl Jones will enact the story of the great forces of suppression for war, a story told in the everyday, human terms of a simple village.

The opening, headlining player in this cast is Kiki, who is directing the program. Miss Pearl Jones has many years of experience in the field of drama. The program will be presented in the auditorium tonight and Saturday night.

Life Week Devoted to Discussion

The week following vacation will be devoted to the annual "Life Emphasis Week." This year the dates falling on April 12 to 18. The program topic, "What I Am Worth," will be discussed in the three conventions devoted to five discussions concerning war. President Thompson, on Monday, will open the period with an introductory devotional, with Dr. Thompson presenting a stump speech. The Thompson's speech will be followed by a program of music and a set of speeches dealing with the topic "What I Am Worth." President Thompson will again speak on Tuesday, with the program of music to follow. On Wednesday and Thursday, the program will continue in the same manner.

Director's Chair

Dr. Schafer Speaks Before Family Board

Our family was represented last Monday at the People's Methodist Sunday School on Family Relations in the light of the family, and the following is a summary of the program:

Dr. Schafer was chosen to be the speaker on the subject of "Mothers and Their Relations." The theme of the program was the family, and the speaker talked about the duties of the mother in the family, and the importance of the mother's role in the family.

"Promote CPS" Theme Of Tour

Dr. Charles L. Steinhauer, Jr., who represents the College of Puget Sound, was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Family Board, held in the auditorium.

The theme of the meeting was "Promote CPS," and the speaker talked about the importance of promoting the College of Puget Sound in the community.

Campus Knights of Log Join Inter-Collegiates

Candelight Ceremony Installs Local Service Group Into National Honorary; Ralph McLaughlin, President "Father's" of New Chapter.

"From now on just call me R. K. " Last Tuesday evening the Log chapter of the College of Puget Sound Knights was officially initiated into the Inter-Collegiate Knights, sophomores' men's honor organization.

The candlelight ceremony was held at the Student Union building with eight active members present to grace the event. Following the presentation, a program of music was presented by the College Singers of the College.

Successful ASCPS Candidates

Jane Thompson Wins Vice-Presidency: Helen Pat Beem Takes Over As Student Body Secretary; Student Senate Meets In Monday Chapel.

Thursday, a close count of six votes gave Bill Causin, blonde, overwhelming victory in the ASCPS presidential race for the year 1943-1944. Jane Thompson entered against her by a considerable majority, but Helen Pat Beem won her position of student body secretary by a slim margin.
Honor Comes to CPS By League Invitation

Yes, the College of Puget Sound is one of the most prominent schools on the coast," says the CPS, at a recent meeting where representatives were chosen to be present. "At least twenty-five students from our own school's CPS will be present. This is due to the hard work that we have done, and to the fact that we are the only college in the area that has a CPS."

The recognition also goes to the war committee who have had the hard job of coordinating students in this trying year. We have not gone unnoticed by students and townsmen alike.

As members of the "great little school" we have a just reason for being proud of our college and of those who make it great.

Trubie Pard to Klein, Local Campus Humorist

Herman Klein is not just another favorite CPS boy. He typifies the many friends, and boyfriends, who have left the halls of this college, to go out into the world and face the problems of the future. He is a member of the class of 1937, and will graduate this year.

Herman left Monday for the Army Air Corp, and is on his way to Hokkaido, Japan, where he will be stationed for three months. While there, he will have the opportunity to work for the war effort.

Although Herman will be far from home, he will always be a member of the CPS.

Our thoughts are with Herman and his loved ones during this time of change.

Students Poke and Fry at Defensable Biology Specimen

Last Tuesday night, students were given the opportunity to poke and fry at a biology specimen. The specimen was a 12-inch dragonfly, which was presented to the class by one of the biology instructors.

The students were divided into groups of four, and were given the task of poking and frying the specimen. The groups worked together, and each group was given a small fryer to use.

The students were able to observe the effects of the dragonfly's biology as they prepared the specimen.

Bring Scrap To Pay For Weights

Students are asked to bring scrap to pay for weights. The weights are used to help control the growth of certain groups of animals. The scrap is collected by the weight collectors, who are students of the biology department.

The collectors will be on duty each day, and are available to answer any questions students may have.

Spring Campaigns Enlisted By Novel Political Posters

Rear, hear ye! ye... come to the polls! One does not have to go very far down the basement of Jones hall to tell that this year's election time was here! During the past week, students have run high and was accelerated after the ASB's campaign Monday.

This year the posters spoke the truth. The truth shaming method of electing leaders is the only way to make sure that the students are aware of the issues.

On the campus, students have been canvasing the halls in the morning, noon, and night. The posters are made to be seen and read, and are placed in strategic places around the campus.

Every student has been asked to vote, and to bring their friends with them.

Spring, like a sudden gust of wind, has blown away the old traditions of politics. Students have been asked to vote wisely, and to think about the future of their college.

The votes of the students will determine the future of the college, and the future of the world.

In this corner

Campus? Hemorrhoids? Not bad, right? Hard to explain. Whether you are a new student at the college or a returning student, there are many things that you need to know about the campus.

In the soaring heat of summer, the landscaping on the campus is at its best. The flowers are blooming, and the trees are providing shade.

The campus is a place where students can go to relax and enjoy the outdoors.

Lake of the Woods

The lake on the campus is a popular spot for students to enjoy the outdoors. The lake is surrounded by trees, and provides a peaceful place for students to take a break from the stress of college.

The lake is also a popular spot for fishing, and is stocked with a variety of fish.

Campus? Hemorrhoids? Not bad, right? Hard to explain. Whether you are a new student at the college or a returning student, there are many things that you need to know about the campus.
**New Plans for Seaboard Conference Underway in SUB**

Plays will soon be under way for Seaboard, the campus summer camp, with the second week in June on Broad Avenue. The theme is "In What Are the Essentials of a World Christian Order?" Instead of being mainly a recreational conference, this year Seaboard will emphasize the frank facing-up to the all-important question: What place, if any, has your religion in the building of a post-war society?

The main speaker will be Reverend Harold D. Emmons, former president of the Presbyterian Church. The camp will be named "Seaboard." These two brochures have been sponsored by the church.

**Greek Saga Features Sigma Epsilon as Versatile Fraternity**

By Walter Seabourn

Sigma Epsilon Fraternity has for years been a very influential group on the campus of College of Puget Sound and perhaps the Eta's are best known for their prowess in the social scene. But their student officers and directors are claimed by many members.

The Eta's have been one of the most active college fraternities on the campus schedule at C.S. They claim to have the most complete program of social and athletic activities on the campus. The Eta's have many of the best fraternities on the campus and they are constantly striving to improve their activities. In recent years they have increased their social and athletic activities and have shown an improved spirit in the interest of the entire student body. Sigma Epsilon has taken a prominent place in aspiring to uphold the ideals of that group in the college and the surrounding community. The poster boys for Sigma Epsilon have been "Brotherhood" and "Sportsmanship." These are the main principles on which Sigma Epsilon feels the importance of a college social fraternity. "Brotherhood" and "Sportsmanship" are the cornerstones of Sigma Epsilon.

**Young Couple Returns**

Here for a twenty-year leave is Dorothy (Jill) Jones, (Sue) Olson (Counsel). Elsie is with the Border Patrol and is now stationed in Montana. Both young people are very happy. Both were affiliated with Sigma Epsilon. The Sigma Eta's are very happy to have a return of the Sigma Epsilon Theta. Sigma Epsilon Theta has been looking forward to the return of this young lady and her friend. Sigma Epsilon Theta is a well-known fraternity in the Sigma Eta circle.

**Stirrings? Name of Sport Social Group**

The Sigma Kappa Chi fraternity has taken a prominent place on the campus, head of the Sigma Kappa Chi, and Southeastern, head of the Sigma Kappa Chi, have made a decided effort to incorporate the Sigma Kappa Chi with the Sigmas. This new group of Sigmas will work together in social activities and will take on civic projects.

**Betrothal of Nadine Padden-Told at Party**

Gardeau planning to attend Carol Wren, Ethel Pilkington, Madeline Marshall, Dorothy Pentecost, Harriet Laverne, June Stoddard, Leila Lee, Irene Paton, Jim Silver, Bessie Wilcox, Paul Utterback. The engagement will be announced at a formal dinner party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. S. Smith. The engagement will be announced at a formal dinner party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. S. Smith. The engagement will be announced at a formal dinner party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. S. Smith.
Girls’ Lockers Swept By Destroying Blaze

This morning at 8:30 the girls dressing room in the gym was destroyed by a large fire which started with the burning of a stea...